
LH250 Helmet   
A helmet adapted to the needs of pilots and crew members

Because every life has a purpose…

Two sizes of shell and personalisation kit for a perfect fit•

Dual visor lightweight helmet•

Impact and penetration resistance ensured by an aramid / carbon•
fiber shell and high density expanded polystyrene impact cap

Retention system is developed for optimal security and fit•

High level of passive noise reduction•

UV400 visors with high optical quality: clear, solar (green or grey•
with infrared protection) or for low visibility (yellow)

Easy maintenance thanks to a personalisation kit of pads which can•
be entirely disassembled

Centre of gravity ensured natural stability•

Exceptional head mobility•

Specifications



LH250 Helmet

Clipped inner visor•
Friction type•
Adjustment with left or right•
levers

Adjustment system with locking•
device for the outer visor
Six locked down positions•

The patented system of shell•
flexing makes the donning and
taking off of the helmet easier

The patented retention system•
is designed for optimal
security and fit

Visors available in different•
colours
UV 400 protection•

In option:
Various communication•
system

In option:
Compatible with various oxygen•
mask bayonets : straight, G or T
shapes
Adjustable rotation of receivers :•
mobile or fixed positions

Clipped hard cover or NVG•
support for access without
any tools
ANVIS•
CN2H-AA•

The LH250 flight helmet is a dual inner visor helmet. It

is dedicated to pilots and flight crews of helicopters,

transport aircraft and training aicraft without ejection

seats.
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Because of the printing method, the reproduced colours can slightly differ
from the real colours. M : metallic - Mt : matt - B : bright - F : fluo
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